My unmanifest FORM is most difficult to attain. This Jnana is the result of
unremitting tapas characterised by courage, tenacity of purpose, self-sacrifice and
destruction of all karma -both evil and good. Final union with Me is attained when
the YOGI rises above all qualities and all actions through self-restraint. Difficult
indeed is this PATH except for a meagre few.
My manifest FORM, on the other hand; exists in and as the Universe of CHITH
svarupa -My SHAKTI or Divine Energy; and enjoys great omnipotence through
Karma-bhoga represented by the Yoga-kshema of the universe and its beings. This
purushothama Form of Mine is not difficult of attainment, and there are two ways of
attainment: Through KARMA and Through KARMA-THYAGA.
The second path of Karma-thyaga arises from V1VEKA & VAIRAGYA. This
detachment is also difficult, except for a select few. The first path of KARMA,
however, is free from 'danger and easy to follow, for, all that is required is the
discrimination between sath and asath in all one's actions.
The SATH, as also the CHITH or consciousness is all-pervading and all -
supporting ATMA; and the ASATH, the apparent chith or consciousness, is due to
the action of the three qualities. This knowledge of the unity of all in the one all"
pervadin-g Sath & Chith as Paramatma is alone sufficient to secure all Siddhis. This
TORM', which is MY SHAKTI, as the ATMA of all- is the FORM of DEV! TRIPURA -
SUNDARI or LALITA RAJARAJESWARI who is threefold as Gross, Subtle, & Para-
(Causal) - ALL IN ONE.
This ATMA-SHAKTI or Divine-Consciousness is a manifestation of Chith-jyothi
(light of consciousness) which is the SOURCE of all the myriad multiple shaktis or
energies in the threefold universe. Nothing exists or is conscious or moves or acts
or feels or thinks but it is HER SHAKTI or POWER. She is CHAITANYA or Chid-
Rupini. No matter to what religion, caste or colour or creed or sex one may belong to,
no matter whether one is pure or otherwise, all have the freedom to worship this,
their own ATMA-SHAKTI which is personified as DEVI TRIPURA SUNDARI or LALITA
RAJARAJESWARI. Constant meditation or dhyana on Her beautiful FORM ALONE is
sufficient to remove all evil, and usher in all the GOOD. Lalita Rajarajeswari, as Divine
Energy, is the Chith or negative, active or dynamic aspect of Sath-the positive form,
generally labelled as Purusha or Kesava or simply KRISHNA. Hence the saying:
"LALITA PUMRUPA KRISHNA". The dual form of GOPALA-SUNDARI, or the
SEXLESS-ATMAN.
Whether performed as per prescribed rules of external worship or not, the dhyana
on the subtle or gross form of this PARA-SHAKTI of PURUSHOTHAMA will
spontaneously, automatically and without a doubt, bring about prosperity and all
auspiciousness, ending in Mukti or freedom from the wheel of repeated births.
Thus, the easiest and safest and most direct path to the attainment of both
BHUKTI & MUKTI (that is, all desirable enjoyments and powers in this life, as well
as ultimate freedom) is the contemplation on LALITA as the United Atma-svarupini
of all the apparently multiple consciousnesses prevalent in the threefold-universe.

